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Abstract

Mobile crowd missions like multiplayer online games, disas-
ter recovery, and mobile-assisted public gatherings gain ever

more attention. They depend on highly distributed software
which has to run smoothly and highly synchronous, while the
underlying network – often a mix of mobile and stationary
nodes – may expose Byzantine errors and malicious attacks.
In our article, we present a first solution to this challenge,
emphasizing first response missions as an example. It com-
bines support for Byzantine error correction, mobile code,
smooth handover, and availability and performance improve-
ments through replication and intelligent service placement.
Finally, we point at further challenges that arise on the move
towards a broader spectrum of mobile crowd missions.

1 Introduction

The Internet continues to evolve rapidly; this evolution con-
cerns all three coarse levels of consideration: the underlay
network, overlay (transport, peer-to-peer, middleware etc.),
and application layers.

Regarding the application layer, the most demanding kinds
of applications are what we call mobile crowd missions: such
applications interconnect a large number of users via mobile
Internet access (the mobile crowd) – both among one another
and with the stationary Internet – and require smooth contin-
uous operation and tight synchronization. We call such appli-
cations missions as a discriminator from early-day, loosely
coupled social networks such as electronic bulletin boards
(note that modern social networks just start to expose char-
acteristics of mobile crowd missions, tendency increasing).
Examples of mobile crowd missions include mobile mas-
sive multiplayer online games, disaster recovery missions or-
ganized in real time over the network, and mobile-assisted
events such as open air, street, or sports events where the
mobile crowd generates and consumes private and provider-
controlled media streams and acts on them in real time. We
will use the example of disaster recovery as our running ex-
ample in this article.

Regarding the underlay layer, mobile Internet access
evolves most rapidly. It becomes faster and wider spread,
and is expected to support various traffic patterns (events,
data packets, streams) and communication patterns (mobile-
to-base-station, mobile-to-mobile, multicast). While this evo-
lution in the underlay network fits ideally to the evolution to-
wards mobile crowd missions in the application layer – in
fact, they are mutually dependent – the underlay continues
to expose nasty characteristics like Byzantine errors, poten-
tials for malicious attacks, and varying connectivity due to
both fluctuating demands and varying connectivity of mov-
ing users.

This presented article addresses the following key research
question: “Given the evolution as described in the underlay
(fast mobile Internet access yet nasty characteristics) and ap-
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plication layers (mobile crowd missions), what is the appro-
priate response in between, i.e., the appropriate support in-
frastructure in the overlay?”

To this end, we leverage the wealth of findings gener-
ated from research on peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, and we
adopt conceptual ideas formulated by researchers working on
so-called Cloudlets (Section 2). The support infrastructure
which we propose in this article is called P2P service over-
lay which is able to disseminate services in the network thus
providing a wide range of functionality to participating users.
We discuss requirements, challenges, and questions that arise
when designing such a system for mobile crowd missions us-
ing disaster recovery as an example (Section 3). Focusing on
resilient monitoring we sketch preliminary solutions to tackle
some of these challenges (Section 4). Finally, we present a
short overview of our framework we developed incorporating
findings presented in this article (Section 5) and end up giving
concluding remarks (Section 6).

2 Prerequisites

Conventional P2P systems offer basic functionalities to lo-
cate and access data items or data streams in a decentralized
fashion by connecting single network nodes (peers) with each
other using an application-layer overlay. A new family of P2P
systems, so-called P2P service overlays, allow for invocation,
management, and migration of executable items, called mo-
bile services. These mobile services then provide function-
alities to invoking peers. Especially in mobile crowd mis-
sions such service overlays are of great benefit. For instance,
P2P systems are already used to provide multiplayer online
gaming service [1] and Bradler et al. evaluated different P2P
overlays to use in disaster recovery on top of a mobile ad-hoc
network (MANET) [2]. Important services like an alert buoy,
a voice chat service, or a map service could be then provided
to first responders during rescue missions using service over-
lays.

In our previous work, we proposed to use publicly avail-
able wireless routers (in shops, bars, etc.) to increase network
resiliency of MANETs in disaster recovery [3] by creating a
wireless mesh network [4] on top of these routers. One moti-
vation for the work was the idea of so-called Cloudlets [5].
Cloudlets are nearby resource-rich computing nodes (e.g.,
in cafés) which could be harnessed by mobile devices over
high-bandwidth, low-latency, one-hop wireless connections.
P2P service overlays in combination with such an infrastruc-
ture would enable swapping of heavy tasks away from mo-
bile nodes into more powerful Cloudlets, thus improving not
only battery life but also overall system performance. Fi-
nally, computing capabilities and storage capacities of mo-
bile devices rise each day turning smartphones into mobile
Cloudlets in the future [6]. Solutions to harness all the dif-
ferent resources available in the future are, therefore, of great
need.

To realize P2P service overlays three major prerequisites
are required. These are depicted in Figure 1 and called
peers, mobile services or data items, and runtime environ-
ments. Peers (or network nodes) are devices connected to

Figure 1 Main building blocks of P2P service overlays.

each other, thus creating the P2P overlay. Peers are best
described by their given software and hardware properties
including, for example, operating system, runtime environ-
ments, CPU, memory, storage capacity, network connectiv-
ity, and also energy supply. Users interact with the entire P2P
system over their respective peer including all user behavior
such as real-world movement, service requests, and other in-
teractions.

Mobile services or data items can be stored and distributed
in the P2P system. Data items (or data streams) are already
known from conventional P2P systems like files-sharing sys-
tems. Mobile services are stateful executable items providing
basic functionality to users. They can be composed to more
powerful applications and have the ability to be migrated be-
tween peers. P2P service overlays concentrate on the invoca-
tion and access of these stateful mobile services.

Every peer contains at least one runtime environment to
store data items and to execute mobile services. This runtime
environment can be understood as a middleware for service
provision. To protect the peer from malicious code a run-
time environment should be isolated from peer’s hardware
and software. Additionally, not to jeopardize other mobile
services executed on one peer runtime environments should
also be isolated from each other. For instance, a virtual ma-
chine is a possible solution to realize such an environment.

3 Building Blocks and Challenges

Looking at mobile crowd missions and disaster recovery as an
example we identified basic functional and non-functional re-
quirements of P2P service overlays. We also identified chal-
lenges associated with service overlays in such scenarios and
present possible components and solutions covering them.

Service Registry: The main challenge of a P2P service
overlay for mobile crowd missions is the distribution and the
discovery of mobile services. The heterogeneity of devices
does not allow the execution of mobile services and appli-
cations on any type of hardware and software. This is one
factor that draws the invocation of mobile services problem-
atic. Another challenge is the intelligent placement of ser-
vices. Due to the mobility of participants a service must be
available at changing locations. Finally, this has a big influ-
ence on how mobile services are discovered in such dynamic
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environments. We call these three problems matching, ser-
vice placement, and service discovery and since they are all
related to each other we combine them to the service registry
(cf. Figure 1).

Matching: In mobile crowd missions different device
types must be handled. Due to heterogeneity of devices and
provision of diverse services, peers’ resources must match the
requirements of mobile services. Devices cannot host ser-
vices requiring other resources than are available. To provide
this functionality a matching algorithm is needed (e.g., Xu et
al. [7]). This problem can be broken down to finding the max-
imum flow in a bipartite graph where all mobile services and
all peers are each represented by one group of nodes. A ser-
vice node is connected to every peer node that is in principle
able to provide the necessary resources for the service. These
connections are weighted edges, where weights correspond
to the costs of all needed resources (i.e., CPU, memory, etc.).
A source and a sink node are inserted and connected to every
service and every peer node, respectively. Finally, a maxi-
mum flow from source to sink has to be calculated so that ev-
ery service is placed on one peer at most (splitting a service is
not allowed). By investigating this problem we are currently
working on deriving a distributed matching algorithm that is
able to find suitable peers to execute available services.

Service Placement: In mobile environments services are
needed at changing locations because users move while in-
teracting with a service. Especially in MANETs the phys-
ical distance between mobile service and service consumer
may introduce a large number of hops and thus a high la-
tency among other problems. Most strategies known from
literature try to reduce costs according to a fixed cost met-
ric (usually traffic) [8–10]. For example, the REDMAN ap-
proach [9] uses heuristics to place services in the center of the
network topology to minimize distances to all other nodes.
Other strategies must be chosen if the positioning of ser-
vices is bound to the needs of the users [11], for example,
if the service is bound to a specific region (like a sensor). In
2008, Wittenburg et al. published a survey about different so-
lutions to the service placement problem in MANETs [12].
Their conclusion was that although literature provides an-
swers to the questions of how many service instances where
to place but the question of when this should be done, needs
to be investigated. We are working to solve this problem
and are currently in the process of development and evalu-
ations.

Service Discovery: In dynamic environments the discov-
ery of mobile services is very challenging. Ververidis et
al. published a detailed survey about service discovery in
MANETs [13]. The different approaches can be classi-
fied into directory-based, directory-less, and hybrid solutions.
Directory-less approaches usually use (controlled) flooding to
search for services which is inefficient in most cases and also
results in higher energy consumption in the case of MANETs.

In directory-based approaches a directory is used where
mobile services are registered at and requested from more
efficiently. Such a directory can be centralized like the
UDDI [14] or a decentralized directory like a classical dis-
tributed hash table (DHT) (e.g., Chord [15] or Pastry [16]).
Furthermore, there exist P2P overlays especially designed for
the use in MANETs. For example, the P2P overlays Ekta [17]

and MADPastry [18] build upon Pastry and MANET rout-
ing protocols, thus profiting from the benefits of a cross-
layer approach. Additionally, decentralized directory-based
approaches can be further optimized for performance using
caching mechanisms [19], for example.

Considering hybrid approaches, Bradler et al. proposed a
scalable P2P approach called PathFinder [20] combining ad-
vantages of structured and unstructured P2P systems for the
first time and realizing efficient key lookup and exhaustive
search. Incorporating the findings of Bradler et al. [2], we be-
lieve a super-peer overlay without indirection schemes known
from typical DHTs today to be a good service discovery so-
lution for P2P service overlays. In order to access an object
using contemporary DHTs, its location must be obtained from
the DHT first before accessing the object. In contrast, such a
mechanism would allow for direct invocation during the ser-
vice look up process if the service is not yet running or return
the already invoked service instance, otherwise.

Replication and Failover: As known from today’s P2P
systems availability can be compromised with high churn
rates (peers connecting to and disconnecting from the sys-
tem). Adding peer mobility in mobile crowd missions further
increases this problem due to possible connection loss result-
ing from limited range of wireless hardware. Therefore, a
replication mechanism (cf. Amjad et al. [21]) is needed to
automatically replicate popular services, thus increasing the
availability of mobile services and also the robustness of the
entire system. In P2P service overlays replicated services also
include execution states which have to be synchronized con-
tinuously. If a primary service host fails a replicated service
must take over, this is called failover [22]. Some approaches
group service hosts into so-called support groups to quickly
and efficiently take over if group members fail [23].

Mobile Code: Reaching high robustness to dynamic
changes in the environment and to peer mobility is of great
importance to P2P service overlays in general, but especially
in disaster environments. Therefore, not only replication
is important but also service mobility. Code and execution
states must be transferred efficiently between peers. From a
users’ point of view this transfer has to be unnoticeable re-
quiring smooth service provision. For instance, if users chat
over a voice chat server the communication should not inter-
rupt or stutter during while migrating the server from one peer
to another. This can be achieved by using persistent socket
connections and code migration (cf. Fugetta et al. [24] for an
extensive overview on code mobility).

Resilient Monitoring: Finally, since resilient monitoring
is a crucial component of a P2P service overlay we will de-
scribe it in more detail in the following separate section.

4 Resilient Monitoring

To improve robustness of the system, peers must be prevented
from overloading, so that hosted services can be provided
continuously. A pro-active load balancing mechanism must
identify possibly overloaded peers and replicate or migrate
hosted services onto other peers. More precisely, this must
happen before peers overload. For example, with passive
replication a primary service replicates itself onto a second
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node and transmits state updates to synchronize the execution
states [25]. Using information about the direct neighborhood
the primary service selects a node to create the backup service
on which takes over in critical situations. The assumption is
that a fail is mainly due to an overload of the peer and this
can be intercepted before hand. Thus, the current state of
the network and the peers must be monitored and using this
data the future peer load and network state must be predicted.
Also, mobile services are subject to severe failures or misuses
from internal or external sources. Using these monitoring and
prediction components running services can be analyzed and
possible countermeasures can be triggered in critical situa-
tions. Finally, a monitoring component must also oversee the
functionality of the other components (cf. Figure 1) to ensure
a good system performance.

In mobile crowd missions, P2P service overlays must be
capable of providing persistent services to the users that are
adaptive to users and devices [26], applications [27], and
network-specific monitored attributes [28]. Successful de-
ployment of P2P service overlays is based on the exploitation
of the multitude of participating devices and associated data.
It becomes, therefore, evident that there is a necessity to sup-
port reliable and optimal resource discovery mechanisms for
P2P service overlays, which will take into account the dynam-
icity and heterogeneity of the underlying network infrastruc-
ture. Effective monitoring will then provide the foundation
for the efficient operation of P2P service overlays.

The main requirement for any network monitoring solu-
tion regarding P2P service overlays is the support for scal-
ability, dynamicity and heterogeneity of the network infras-
tructure. A prominent approach to mitigate the drawbacks
brought on by such issues involves the use of P2P service
overlays that constitute a networking abstraction that leads
to more manageable topologies and, therefore, optimizes re-
source monitoring by scaling down the degree of complex-
ity. However, the reliability of such P2P service overlays is a
critical issue, in particular when the underlying network has
a dynamically changing topology due to link failures and/or
malicious attacks. While many solutions for designing scal-
able P2P service overlays have been proposed, issues such as
resilience against failures and malicious attacks have not been
analyzed thoroughly.

In mobile crowd missions, the monitoring component di-
rectly assess the robustness of P2P service overlay. To de-
sign resilient monitoring schemes assessing the robustness of
P2P service overlay we now highlight the following key chal-
lenges:

Churn: A peer joins the P2P system when a user starts us-
ing the service offered by the P2P system. When a node joins
the P2P system, it contributes some resources while making
use of the resources provided by other peers and leaves the
P2P system when the user stops using the service. Arrival
and departure of nodes in P2P service overlays are defined
as churn. Churn is one of the major factors which effect the
operation of P2P service overlays. Due to high mobility and
unreliable wireless connections, mobile crowd mission sce-
narios experience high churn and must be taken into consider-
ation in both the design and evaluation of resilient monitoring
for service overlays.

Network Failures: A peer responding to a query, is consid-
ered to be available. In case it does not respond it might not
actually be unavailable, but due to common network failures
it might be temporarily unreachable. It is therefore important
to set an accurate timeout for a peer to answer, as well as a
possible number of retries. Network connectivity failures can
either be random, or systematic. In the latter case, a single
peer might switch frequently from being available to being
unavailable, a behavior described as flapping [29].

Edge Effects: Because observations can only be made for
a finite length of time, edge effects can distort the measure-
ments. A monitor is oblivious of any property that spans more
than the observed time window, e.g., long session lengths.
This adds a bias toward short sessions. To cope with this
problem, Saroiu et al. [30] have introduced the create-based-
method in which the measurement window is divided, and
only sessions that start in the first half are considered. Using
this method, an unbiased measurement of session lengths of
up to half of the time frame is possible, while also identifying
sessions exceeding this length. Although the mean session
length is still unknown, their median can be calculated with
this method.

Malicious Attacks: In mobile crowd missions, the trans-
mission in the open medium and the reliance on untrusted
nodes for P2P service overlay make it extremely vulnerable to
Byzantine failures and malicious attacks [31]. For example,
an attacker can forge, modify, drop, or replay routing pack-
ets, which can lead to discovering non-optimal or adversarial-
controlled routes [31]. In addition to attacks against routing,
monitoring schemes in P2P service overlays are also vulnera-
ble to attacks. For instance, a malicious client can perform ar-
bitrary actions, the consequences are localized to operations
on their own node that affect other components of the P2P
service overlay. An attacker can create much more damage to
the monitoring scheme and hence to the P2P service overlay
by not adhering to the monitoring protocol. In order to en-
sure the reliability of P2P service overlays monitoring must
be resilient to circumvent malicious attacks in the system.

In literature, meshes [32, 33] and trees [34, 35] constitute
the two prominent monitoring topologies for a decentralized
environment. In a mesh-based monitoring the monitored in-
formation, also called attributes, are exchanged among par-
ticipating peers [36]. The attributes exchange is normally
held randomly among peers. One or several neighbors are
randomly chosen to exchange monitored information. In
some cases, gossip-based communication is used which is
often used as a synonym when describing the communica-
tion within mesh-based monitoring mechanisms. The com-
munication links are limited to the nearest neighborhood, i.e.
physical or overlay neighborhood. Both mesh- and gossip-
based monitoring schemes are suitable in decentralized en-
vironments with no well-defined structure or dynamic struc-
ture. In tree-based monitoring schemes, the tree is build on
top of well-defined or stable structure of the communication
network. In such schemes, the information is only exchanged
between peers who are direct children and parents. Further-
more, there are several hybrid approaches, combining gossip-
based aggregation in trees [28] or creating trees of mesh-
based networks [37, 38].
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Topology maintenance of P2P service overlays depend on
the underlying network environment and its network topol-
ogy. Monitoring approaches that are deployed in static and
structured environments, such as in the area of grid comput-
ing [38], heavily differ from approaches for autonomous sys-
tems where users have high mobility, peer dynamics, and are
subject to Byzantine attacks [31]. P2P service overlays must
actively maintain the monitoring topology and manage high
churn [37, 39], Byzantine errors, and potential malicious at-
tacks [31].

5 First Steps Towards a Service Overlay

As a feasibility study, we already implemented a Java-based
framework called PeerMoS providing some of the features
and components described above. We used OpenChord [40]
as service registry based on the Chord DHT by Stoica et
al. [15]. Service placement and service discovery are both
also realized using the Chord DHT where service locations
are stored in the Chord DHT and can be accessed upon ser-
vice requests. In our first version of PeerMoS, we assumed
homogeneous peers and did not implement a matching com-
ponent. Since PeerMoS builds upon mobile services we real-
ized code migration using software agents from the Mundo-
Core framework [41]. Services are then implemented using
an agent as a starting point. In general, our idea was to have
a platform where components like the service registry can be
easily exchanged. Currently we are porting PeerMoS to the
Android platform to experiment with P2P service overlays in
realistic mobile environments also to face the challenge of
heterogeneous devices.

5.1 Smooth Service Provision

To realize mobile services we have to face the challenge of
smooth service provision. When migrating a service during
runtime it is crucial that its provided functionality is not inter-
rupted during this process. This is especially true in disaster
recovery where an interrupted service is not only decreasing
user experience but safety as well. Usually when migrating a
service at runtime the hosting peer pauses the service, trans-
fers the code and the execution state to another peer where
the service is then resumed. This procedure will cause the
service to interrupt for at least the time it takes to transfer the
service and the execution state between peers.

A solution to this problem is to replicate the service and
synchronize the execution states afterwards. This means that
the service code and the execution state are copied to another
peer and executed remotely. During the handover procedure
state changes are propagated to the new service host using
update messages. Once the services on both peers are syn-
chronized, the service on the new peer takes over and the old
service shuts down. The old service will disconnect the users
only if the new service is ready to take over at the exact same
state basically implementing a soft handover protocol.

In disaster recovery, voice communication is one of the
most critical services. In most contemporary group voice
communication software, e.g., TeamSpeak [42], a server pro-
vides the group communication functionality. The voice

packets are sent to the server and then redistributed to partic-
ipating clients. The main advantage to use this approach in-
stead of directly sending voice packets to participating peers
is that the server can mix all incoming voice packets into one
stream resulting in a smaller number of packets with higher
communication density. In terms of service overlays, we call
this type of service an interactive service, since client peers
are connected to and constantly interacting with the service.
Migrating such an interactive voice service is only possible if
the communication does neither stutter nor disconnect. Not
only the state needs to be transferred but also the connections
between clients and host. They have to be reestablished once
the service is started on the new peer. Thus, all peers are first
connected to both services. After the new service host sends a
take-over message to all reconnected clients, the clients start
to transmit their voice packets to the new host and disconnect
from the old one. This introduces timing problems, because
there might be clients still sending voice packets to the old
host while other clients already send their packets to the new
one. These packets are then propagated from the old host to
the new host using update messages. Sequence numbers are
introduced to allow for a seamless transmission of these de-
layed packets.

PeerMoS enabled us to realize a voice chat service pro-
totype and distribute it in the P2P service overlay. To real-
ize smooth service provision we developed persistent socket
connections using two communication channels: a TCP chan-
nel for control messages and an UDP channel for data trans-
mission. During the migration process the control message
channel is paused but the data channel remains open. Data
transmission then switches to the new host once the take-over
message is received. First experiments conducted with our
prototype are free of voice interruptions during the migration
process.

5.2 Resilient Monitoring

In our framework PeerMoS, we implemented a basic moni-
toring scheme gathering various attributes about neighboring
peers as well as invoked or connected services by exchanging
simple messages. To make our monitoring protocol resilient
against attacks and to cope with high mobility, heterogeneous
peers, and the unreliable underlay network we are extend-
ing it with hybrid information gathering and dissemination
approaches. In such resilient monitoring schemes, moni-
tored attributes are aggregated at relatively stable peers, i.e.,
resource-rich peers. The information is then disseminated to
all peers in the close vicinity for service registry or migra-
tion. During the data aggregation some peers may not fol-
low the monitoring protocol and may result to Byzantine-like
attacks. It may also occur that stable monitoring peers dis-
seminate false data resulting in wrong service registry and/or
wrong replication. To tackle these two situations, we focus
on multi-source data aggregation and limited information dis-
semination. We are in the process of evaluating these ideas in
our framework PeerMoS with different Byzantine strategies
and various perturbation settings. We aim at providing reli-
able P2P service overlays and its reliability analysis in case
of cascading Byzantine attacks, colluding malicious attacks,
and severe perturbations.
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6 Concluding Remarks

In this presented article we proposed a support infrastructure
called P2P service overlay to use for mobile crowd missions
on top of an underlay exposing nasty characteristics. This
infrastructure is able to disseminate services in the network
thus providing a wide range of functionality to participating
users. We described the prerequisites of P2P service over-
lays as well as the main building blocks identifying major
challenges arising in mobile crowd missions and especially
in disaster recovery. We proposed solutions known from lit-
erature as well as own preliminary ideas to tackle some of the
challenges and described our framework PeerMoS that is able
to provide smooth voice chat service. Currently we are inves-
tigating approaches in the fields of matching, service place-
ment, and service discovery. We are also working on resilient
monitoring to handle Byzantine errors, potential attacks, and
varying connectivity due to fluctuating demands and mobile
users.
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